AUTOMATION IS THE
WAY OF THE FUTURE.
GET THERE WITH LENOVO.
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WELCOME TO THE FUTURE.
What if PCs were as easy to deploy as a mobile phone?
What if your IT admins didn’t have to spend their time
on routine, repetitive tasks—and could instead focus
on innovative, future-facing work that grows your
business? What if your employees could finish their
work faster on modern devices?
That vision could be a reality with automated
IT solutions from Lenovo and Microsoft®. Save
time and money and redirect your IT staff’s
energy towards more productive work.
Whether you’re just starting on the path
to automation or you already have some
solutions in place, Lenovo can help you
take the next step on your journey
toward greater productivity.

Did you know?

Half of today’s work activities
could be automated by 20551
69% of knowledge workers say automation will give
them more time to do their primary job duties2
Knowledge workers spend just 44% of their week
performing the primary duties of their job2
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AUTOMATING IS AS EASY AS ONE, TWO, THREE…
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Get devices up and running sooner with custom provisioning.
• Lenovo Ready to Provision (RTP) and RTP+ custom options configure
devices to your exact specifications before they leave the factory, saving
IT admin time and speeding up customization. With Ready to Provision
Plus, you can add up to five apps of your choice to the image, choose
your Microsoft Windows® branch, and opt for encryption. And, for future
deployments, Lenovo will update your OS, drivers, and apps.

Keep your mobile workforce secure with remote management tools.
• Lenovo Endpoint Management (LEM), powered by MobileIron®, unifies
cloud and endpoint security across multiple devices. Because it keeps
sensitive information private, LEM enables Bring Your Own Device programs
and allows IT admins to reach mobile employees while keeping company
data secure.
• Microsoft Azure® Active Directory (AD) is a cloud-based management
solution for handling groups, users, and a company’s domain. With Azure
AD, IT can streamline identity management and improve security with
tools like single-sign on, multi-factor authentication, and self-service
password management.
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• Microsoft Intune lets your mobile workforce stay connected—and your
company data stay secure. With Microsoft Intune, in-house IT can manage
workers’ devices and apps and keep them under compliance while protecting
valuable data.

Maximize IT admins’ productivity with automated deployment.
• Lenovo Cloud Deploy enables recovery of images and custom preloads from
the cloud and helps IT admins save time on ongoing management tasks.
Quick Image, a client-based application, captures, uploads, and downloads an
image from a computer’s hard drive in real time. And with Cloud Recovery, IT
can store custom images in the cloud and access them anywhere, anytime.
• Microsoft Windows Autopilot lets IT eliminate imaging and enables users
to self-deploy devices from the cloud. This helps bring Lenovo devices
under management sooner, freeing up your IT team to tackle big, bold
solutions for your company. Lenovo is the first OEM PC partner to support
Windows Autopilot.

Accelerate problem-solving with Lenovo
Premier Support

Strengthen security with
Intel® vPro™ technology

Get a direct line to the experts when you most need
it. One-on-one support from Lenovo engineers helps
you solve problems quicker and get back to doing
business sooner.

Using Intel AMT, IT admins can manage Intel
Core™ vPro processor-based devices remotely,
strengthening security and allowing for easier
updating and repair. Other enhanced security
measures include multi-factor authentication, full
disk encryption, and Remote Secure Erase.

How does automation
lead to increased
productivity?

With time freed from repetitive deployment and
provisioning tasks, your IT staff can funnel energy
into strategic projects that grow your business
No more devices sitting unused and
unproductive—get your devices under
management right out of the box
Set up employees with new
devices faster so they can start
working sooner

Reach out to your account representative to learn more
about productivity solutions for your company.
Check out our latest X1 lineup at:
www.lenovo.com/think
1 https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/featured%20insights/Digital%20Disruption/Harnessing%20automation%20for%20a%20future%20that%20works/MGI-A-future-that-works-Executive-summary.ashx
2 https://www.workfront.com/sites/default/files/files/2018-09/Report_2017-2018-State-ofWork-Report-FINAL.pdf
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